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Lighting Control

How would you like to be able to control all of your lights from one switch point?

With lighting control we are able to group lights together to create lighting scenes in 
 desired areas of the home and create the right ambience for your needs. Having the 

ability  to control all your lights from one place allows you to manage and monitor your 
energy  usage and ensure lights are only turned on where they are needed, and at the 
right levels using dimming control.

Heating Control

Be Energy Smart with clear and concise heating controls. 
VITREA light switches  contain thermostats, which can be 
controlled from your phone remotely  ensuring you are  
only heating your home when you need to.

Further compliment the design of your home with 

standard or flush mounted glass touch keypads. Choose 
from a stylish standard colour or made to order colour 
matched glass, with engraved text or icons.



Home Entertainment
Many of us enjoy watching TV and listening to music, we can help integrate Audio and 
Visual technology into your home to create the perfect Movie room for those special 
family film nights and achieve high quality surround sound and multi-room audio 
solutions!

To keep your home clutter free, we can create a hub 
within your home to house entertainment equipment 
and media boxes. 

Internet Distribution

Much of the content we watch on our tablets, phones and televisions comes 
through the internet, and with multiple users wanting to connect   
simultaneously; having a strong cabled structure and seamless   
Wi-Fi throughout the home is hugely important.

With more of us working from home and with the  
ability to watch our favourite programs On Demand, 
the internet has become essential to our daily lives.



On average we use 15 different Apps to control our homes. Make 
life easier by having everything connected on ONE Operating  
System, with easy to operate touchpads and App control from   
personal SMART devices such as phones or tablets.

Whole SMART Home Operating System

We believe prevention is better than the 
cure. Would you like a pro-active security 
system that works in conjunction with your 
CCTV and lighting systems to protect you 
and your property? 

Home Security

It is becoming more common for CCTV to be 
integrated into the security system as opposed 
 to a standalone intruder alarm. CCTV cameras 
provide extra security and peace of mind and 
 act as a deterrent for criminal activity. 

Keep an eye on your property from anywhere in the world!
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